
EmpCenter Less than FTE exception change 

EmpCenter programming of the Less than FTE exception error on Classified salaried employees.  It has 
changed from being a yellow warning level error to a red not paid error.  It was found that this exception 
was going unnoticed and not being corrected so the severity was increased to encourage correction and 
proper pay. Because these employees are salaried employees they are being paid for their full FTE even 
when it is not being fully documented in EmpCenter. Employees should be meeting their FTE by either 
reporting hours using the Clock or Work In/Out pay codes, using available appropriate leave, or 
reporting LWOP (leave without pay) when no leave is available. 
 
There are cases where an employees have reached less than their Banner FTE and it is acceptable and 
proper reporting, such as when the employee has been newly hired and will not meet their FTE in their 
first work week or an employee has changed from one appointment to another and the timesheet has 
changed and does not reflect the continuous reporting of hours.  In these cases you will need to work 
with your business center HR contact who can override the error once they have reviewed to ensure the 
accuracy. 

 
With this programming change in EmpCenter it has been discovered that there is a quirk to the 
error.  Because the error is programmed to trigger on Saturday when the FTE has not been met the 
employees total work hours on that day will not report properly until the error has been corrected by 
adding the proper time, leave, or LWOP or HR has overridden it accepting it. 
 

 



 
 

Once it has been corrected or accepted by HR the time will total and both report and pay 
properly. 

 

 
 

Hopefully this change will make this exception more recognizable and time reporting more accurate.  If 
you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact your AABC HR team at 
aabc.hr@oregonstate.edu  
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